We have discussed the ND-160 4096 channel analyzer in past ads in terms of its outstanding engineering and design features. (The brochure "More Data in More Ways" which covers this thoroughly is available upon request.) But there are other features of a secondary nature which "complete" the effectiveness of this instrument: ON-TIME DELIVERY, which means that it is now in production, ready for delivery; an INSTRUCTION MANUAL, which is clearly informative, helpful in its graphic aids, and attractively presented; EASE OF OPERATION, which is achieved through easily read controls and easy to turn knobs which are positioned wisely; STYLING, which is attractive, yet unobtrusive, permitting the operator to use the controls with a minimum of effort; PORTABILITY, which saw this analyzer travel extensively throughout the United States and Europe, bringing the instrument to the customer instead of the customer to the factory; RUGGED CONSTRUCTION, which proved the dependability of the same ND-160 to operate perfectly, without failure, after being "knocked around" literally in numerous trips around the country and abroad during the past six months.

If you wish to see a copy of the Instruction Manual illustrated above, or desire more information on the ND-160 series analyzers, write or phone Nuclear Data.